[Sergei G. Kryzhanovsky (1891-1961)].
This essay about the outstanding Russian embryologist and ichthyologist is not time to any date of his life. The cause for its appearance was an unexpected meeting with Elena N. Disler, whom I did not see almost 60 years. When I worked at the Biological Station "Glubokoe ozero" (Deep Lake), there were also biologists N.N. Disler and his wife E.F. Eremeeva with their children Lena and Vitya. At the same time, as usual, S.G. Kryzhanovsky worked at the station, who lived in Moscow in the same apartment with the Dislers. After the death of this lone scientists, his archive, mostly epistolary, was in the care of the Dislers. And Elena N. Disler (that girl Lena) proposed for me to have a look at this archive.